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He had to save
my life before
I could say yes
EXCLUSIVE
t Jon Solmundson
Ryan Donald had
planned every detail
of his marriage proposal — the small
plane, the perfect
ring, the romantic
question to his girlfriend in big letters
on a sandy beach as
they flew overhead.
But soon after the
couple took off from
Geraldton last week,
the unforeseeable happened — the oil pressure
reading on the plane’s
instruments started to
fall. Mr Donald, an experienced pilot whose day job is
flying for Virgin, had tested
the plane three times the day
before. He tapped the dial, hoping it was just a false reading.
It wasn’t.
With his girlfriend Linda
Reader, 25, beside him, the
plane started shuddering and
Mr Donald, 27, knew his plans
for a romantic proposal in the
sky were derailed.
They would not get to fly over
the message that his father and
brother had written on the
beach earlier that day.
“I was hoping it wasn’t true
but sure enough, the oil pressure

Marry me: Ryan Donald proposes to Linda Reader.

was reading zero and after that
the whole aircraft started shaking quite severely,” Mr Donald
said. “Then blue smoke started
pouring out of the engine and
filling up the cabin, so I had to
turn off the engine.
“I instructed Linda to pack
everything away so nothing
impaled us and I also had to
make sure the ring was secure.”
Mr Donald said the landing
was complicated by nearby
powerlines that did not allow
him to land directly into the
wind, which would have slowed
his descent.
“We were pretty lucky with
the paddock we chose because it
was pretty smooth,” he said.
Ms Reader said her now-fiance
was so calm she thought he was
joking. “I thought, ‘Ha ha, yeah
OK, cool’, until the smoke started coming into the cabin and
then I realised, ‘Ah s..., we’re not
mucking around here’,” she
said.

Engaged: Ryan Donald and his fiancee Linda Reader and, right, the plane after its emergency landing. Pictures: Courtney White

Get set for your 15 seconds of summer
What does summer in WA
mean to you?
It could be the beach, the
river, backyard, a barbecue
with friends, festivals or
the bush.
Or maybe something
completely different.
Today, the west.com.au
launches 15 Seconds of
Summer to find out.

We want to know what
makes summer so special.
All you have to do is
shoot a 15-second video on
your phone.

Then share it on
Instagram, Twitter or
Facebook using the hashtag
#my15seconds.
It’s that easy.
You will be able to see all
the videos shot by our
readers every day on
thewest.com.au until
Australia Day.
The best video we receive
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before Australia Day will
win a GoPro camera.
Plus there will be double
passes to McDonald’s
Community Cinemas for
the best videos each week.
We will put all the videos
on the website — at
www.thewest.com.au/
my15seconds — every day
for your enjoyment.

Mr Donald said flight training
introduced forced landings early
but he had not done one in a long
time because he had been flying
larger planes.
Emergency services retrieved
the couple as soon as they landed
but luckily neither was hurt.
Even the plane was undamaged. With his proposal plans up
in smoke, Mr Donald travelled
back down to the beach with Ms
Reader, this time in a car, hoping
the message would still be there.
Unfortunately, the letters had
been washed away by the tide.
So instead, Mr Donald went
down on one knee and finally,
despite every obstacle, successfully made his proposal.
Ms Reader has planned the
wedding for February 2017 and
despite the potentially traumatic circumstances, the couple
have been able to make light of
the situation. “He just had to
save my life before I said yes,” Ms
Reader said.

